
   Innovelis TotalMount Mounting System for Apple TV (Gen. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and
2022 TV 4K)

Brands

Innovelis
Producer no.

2449

Article no.

IV1005ZZ
EAN / GTIN

0893632002449

MRP

29,99 €

- Mount for Apple TV Gen. 4, 5, 6 (Apple TV and remote not included)
- Perfect for wall-mounted televisions (Attaches Apple TV to the back of your television)
- Includes three mounting options: innovative hooks for TV vents, special adhesive for elevated TV
temperatures, and screws for wall mounting
- Also compatible with older Apple TV Generation 2 and 3

PERFECT FOR WALL-MOUNTED TV OWNERS - People with wall-mounted televisions often
wonder where to put their new Apple TV. One option is to tunnel an HDMI cable through a wall to
an entertainment center, but this option is too destructive and time-consuming for most people.
Another option is trying to balance the Apple TV on a fireplace ledge, which can lead to the Apple
TV crashing to the floor the first time someone isn't careful around the TV. For wall-mounted TV
owners, the solution to the installation problem is simple: TotalMount attaches Apple TV to the
back of the television.

Three different choices to mount: hooks for TV-Vents, screws for wall-mount, adhesive strips for
mounting on any flat surface.
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   Innovelis TotalMount Mounting System for Apple TV (Gen. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and
2022 TV 4K)

Whats in-the-box:
TotalMount, screws for wall-mounting, plastic hooks for mounting on TV-vents, adhesive strips for
mounting on any flat surface
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